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policy to implement a strategic 
approach to the growth of the National 
Wildlife Refuge System (Refuge System, 
System). The National Wildlife Refuge 
System Administration Act 
(Administration Act), as amended by 
the National Wildlife Refuge System 
Improvement Act, requires that we 
‘‘plan and direct the continued growth 
of the System in a manner that is best 
designed to accomplish the mission of 
the System.’’ This draft policy instructs 
the Refuge System to focus its 
protection measures on priority 
conservation features in order to ensure 
that our limited resources are directed 
to make the greatest contribution to the 
conservation of species in a strategic, 
cost-effective, and transparent manner. 
It ensures the growth of the System 
reflects our vision towards managing 
functional landscapes, enhancing our 
scientific rigor, improving our 
effectiveness, and involving our 
partners and the American people. We 
propose to incorporate this draft policy 
as Part 602, chapter 5 of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service Manual. 
DATES: To ensure consideration, please 
send your written comments by March 
3, 2014. 
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments 
on this draft policy by any of the 
following methods: 

U.S. Mail or Hand Delivery: Sarena 
Selbo, Division of Natural Resources 
and Conservation Planning, National 
Wildlife Refuge System, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, 4401 North Fairfax 
Drive, Room 600A, Arlington, VA 
22203; 

Email: nwrsstrategicgrowthpolicy@
fws.gov. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Sarena Selbo, at the address above, or 
telephone: (703) 358–2664. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The draft 
guidance document which is the subject 
of this notice is available at: http://
www.fws.gov/refuges/planning/
StrategicGrowth.html. 

Background 
The National Wildlife Refuge System 

Improvement Act of 1997 amends the 
Administration Act (16 U.S.C. 668dd– 
ee) and provides an organic act for the 
Refuge System. It states that the Refuge 
System mission is to ‘‘administer a 
national network of lands and waters for 
the conservation, management, and 
where appropriate, restoration of the 
fish, wildlife, and plant resources and 
their habitats for the benefit of present 
and future generations of Americans.’’ It 
requires us to ‘‘plan and direct the 
continued growth of the System in a 
manner that is best designed to 

accomplish the mission of the System’’, 
‘‘to fulfill the mission of the System, as 
well as the specific purposes for which 
[the] refuge was established’’, and to 
‘‘ensure timely and effective 
cooperation and collaboration with 
Federal agencies and State fish and 
wildlife agencies during the course of 
acquiring and managing refuges.’’ We 
cannot fulfill our mission in the face of 
unparalleled challenges related to 
climate and non-climate stressors unless 
we provide consistent direction for 
adding lands and waters to the System 
in a science-based, cost-effective, and 
transparent manner. Based on statutory 
requirements, we developed a draft 
policy for Strategic Growth of the 
Refuge System. 

Draft Policy 
The purpose of the draft policy is to 

provide guidance for the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to implement a 
strategic approach to the growth of the 
National Wildlife Refuge System 
including: national wildlife refuges and 
other areas managed by the Refuge 
System. It prioritizes acquisitions 
within existing refuge boundaries, 
expanding existing refuges, and 
establishing new refuges. As well, the 
draft policy focuses protection measures 
on priority conservation features to 
ensure our limited resources make the 
greatest contribution to the conservation 
of species in a strategic, cost-effective, 
and transparent manner. This policy 
ensures strategic growth of the System 
and reflects our vision towards 
managing for functional landscapes, 
enhancing our scientific rigor, 
improving our effectiveness, and 
involving our partners and the 
American people. 

This draft policy is consistent with 
the biological planning and 
conservation design components of 
Strategic Habitat Conservation, the 
Service’s science-based, adaptive 
management framework for determining 
where and how to deliver conservation 
efficiently to achieve specific biological 
outcomes. The draft policy identifies 
threatened and endangered species, 
migratory birds of conservation concern, 
waterfowl, or the surrogate species that 
represent them, as priority conservation 
features. 

The draft policy requires application 
of the best available science to 
incorporate elements of conservation 
design in the identification of priority 
conservation areas, which support 
priority conservation features, to 
contribute in achieving measurable 
conservation targets such as population 
objectives. This draft policy ensures 
projects discuss vulnerability to climate 

change and other non-climate stressors 
(e.g. habitat fragmentation, invasive 
species, etc.), describe how the Refuge 
System will mitigate stressors to ensure 
the project’s resiliency, are arranged in 
a geographically efficient manner to 
safeguard ecological processes across 
the landscape, and complement the 
resilience of other conservation areas. 

This draft policy identifies how the 
Service Director will receive project 
proposals, potential outcomes of 
Director project review, and how 
designated representatives at the local 
level, the refuge managers, must 
interact, coordinate, cooperate, and 
collaborate with State fish and wildlife 
agencies in the acquisition and 
management of refuges. 

Request for Public Comments 
We seek public comments on the draft 

Strategic Growth policy, and will 
consider comments and any additional 
information we receive during the 
comment period (see DATES). You may 
submit comments to any of the places 
cited in ADDRESSES. 

Public Availability of Comments 
Before including your address, phone 

number, email address, or other 
personal identifying information in your 
comment, you should be aware that 
your entire comment—including your 
personal identifying information—may 
be made publicly available at any time. 
While you can ask us in your comment 
to withhold your personal identifying 
information from public review, we 
cannot guarantee that we will be able to 
do so. 

Dated: January 9, 2014. 
Dan Ashe, 
Director, Fish and Wildlife Service. 
[FR Doc. 2014–01849 Filed 1–29–14; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310–55–P 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Indian Affairs 

[DR.5A211.IA000414] 

Final Determination Against Federal 
Acknowledgment of the Tolowa Nation 

AGENCY: Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
Interior. 
ACTION: Notice of final determination. 

SUMMARY: The Department of the 
Interior (Department) gives notice that 
the Assistant Secretary—Indian Affairs 
(AS–IA) declines to acknowledge the 
petitioner known as the Tolowa Nation 
(Petitioner #85) as an Indian tribe 
within the meaning of Federal law. The 
AS–IA makes this final determination 
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(FD) because the petitioner does not 
satisfy one of the seven mandatory 
criteria in the applicable regulations (25 
CFR 83.7), specifically criterion 83.7(b), 
and therefore, does not meet the 
requirements for a government-to- 
government relationship with the 
United States. Based on the limited 
nature and extent of comment, and 
consistent with previous practices, the 
Department did not produce a separate 
detailed report or other summary under 
the criteria pertaining to this FD. This 
notice is the FD. 
DATES: This determination is final and 
will become effective on April 30, 2014, 
pursuant to section 83.10(1)(4), unless a 
request for reconsideration is filed 
pursuant to section 83.11. 
ADDRESSES: Requests for a copy of the 
Federal Register notice should be 
addressed to the Office of the Assistant 
Secretary—Indian Affairs, Attention: 
Office of Federal Acknowledgment, 951 
Constitution Avenue NW., MS: 34B– 
SIB, Washington, DC 20240. The 
Federal Register notice is also available 
through www.bia.gov/WhoWeAre/AS- 
IA/OFA/RecentCases/index.htm. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: R. 
Lee Fleming, Director, Office of Federal 
Acknowledgment, (202) 513–7650. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On 
November 18, 2010, the Department 
issued a proposed finding (PF) that the 
Tolowa Nation was not an Indian tribe 
within the meaning of Federal law 
because the petitioner did not meet one 
of the seven mandatory criteria for 
Federal acknowledgment as an Indian 
tribe, criterion 83.7(b). This criterion 
requires that a predominant portion of 
the petitioner comprises a distinct 
community and has existed as a 
community since historical times to the 
present. The evidence for the PF was 
insufficient to demonstrate that the 
petitioner met criterion 83.7(b) from 
first sustained contact in 1853 to the 
present. The Department issued a PF 
denying acknowledgment under that 
one criterion, 83.7(b). This FD affirms 
the PF and concludes that the Tolowa 
Nation does not satisfy criterion 83.7(b). 

The acknowledgment process is based 
on the regulations at 25 CFR Part 83. 
Under these regulations, the petitioner 
has the burden to present evidence that 
it meets the seven mandatory criteria in 
section 83.7. Failure to meet any one of 
the mandatory criteria results in a 
determination that the petitioning group 
is not an Indian tribe within the 
meaning of Federal law. The 
Department issues this determination 
under 25 CFR 83.10(m) and the 
Guidance and Direction notice (73 FR 
30148) published by the AS–IA on May 

23, 2008, which permit decisions 
against acknowledgment based on 
failure to meet fewer than seven criteria. 

The Department published a notice of 
the PF in the Federal Register on 
November 24, 2010 (75 FR 71732). 
Publishing notice of the PF initiated a 
180-day comment period during which 
time the petitioner, and interested and 
informed parties, could submit 
arguments and evidence to support or 
rebut the PF. The initial comment 
period ended May 23, 2011. At the 
petitioner’s request, the comment period 
was extended 180 days to November 21, 
2011. The petitioner submitted 267 
pages of documents on that same day by 
express service, which the Department 
received on the following day. None of 
the interested parties submitted 
comments. Two third parties, however, 
submitted comments. Wesley D. 
Taukchiray submitted a five-page letter 
on February 9, 2011, and Gordon Bonser 
submitted a two-page letter on May 17, 
2011. The petitioner submitted no 
response to these third-party comments. 

On June 21, 2013, the AS–IA 
announced a ‘‘preliminary discussion 
draft of potential revisions to Part 83.’’ 
By letter dated May 31, 2013, the 
Department provided the petitioner the 
option to request a suspension of 
consideration of its petition during the 
process of revising the regulations or to 
continue under the existing Part 83 
regulations. By letter postmarked July 
23, 2013, received at OFA on July 29, 
Petitioner #85 requested to proceed with 
a FD under the existing regulations. The 
Department started active consideration 
of the FD on September 3, 2013. 

Criterion 83.7(b) requires that ‘‘[a] 
predominant portion of the petitioning 
group comprises a distinct community 
and has existed as a community from 
historical times until the present.’’ As 
stated in the PF, the petitioner contends 
its membership and its ancestors lived 
as a continuously existing tribe of 
Indians descended from the Tolowa, a 
group of Indians residing in Del Norte 
County, California at first sustained 
contact. The petitioner also claims its 
members are the descendants of those 
Tolowa who were not enrolled at the 
Smith River and the Elk Valley 
Rancherias (‘‘Tribe’’ or ‘‘Tribes’’), two 
federally-recognized Indian tribes from 
that region. The Federal Government set 
aside land for the Smith River Rancheria 
and the Elk Valley Rancheria in 1906 
and 1908, respectively. The PF, 
however, concluded that the evidence 
in the record was insufficient to show 
the petitioner’s ancestors existed as a 
distinct community from first sustained 
contact in the early 1850s to the early 
1900s before lands for the Smith River 

and the Elk Valley Rancherias were set 
aside. The evidence in the record was 
not sufficient to show that the 
petitioner’s ancestors constituted an 
entity distinct within, or from, the 
Smith River and the Elk Valley Tribes. 
The evidence in the record was 
insufficient to show the petitioner’s 
ancestors evolved as a distinct 
community after the lands for the Smith 
River and the Elk Valley Rancherias 
were set aside, or from any other 
Tolowa entity that may have existed 
before 1908. The evidence in the record 
was not sufficient to show that the Del 
Norte Indian Welfare Association 
(DNIWA) was a distinct community or 
provided leadership over an evolving 
entity that included both the petitioner’s 
ancestors and the Smith River or the Elk 
Valley Tribes from the 1930s to the 
1980s. The evidence in the record did 
not show that petitioner’s ancestors 
were distinct within the DNIWA or that 
the DNIWA evolved into the petitioner 
as a community after the 1980s. Noting 
the shortcomings in the evidence in the 
record, the PF requested the petitioner 
to provide a list of its ancestors, their 
locations, and an analysis of their 
relations with others in a community to 
determine whether the petitioner 
evolved from one or several villages. 
The analysis also needed to show how 
those ancestors evolved as a community 
to become the current petitioner with its 
specific membership (PF 12). The PF 
encouraged the petitioner to submit 
evidence that its ancestors constituted a 
distinct community from the time of 
sustained contact in 1853 to the setting 
aside of land for the Rancherias from 
1903–1915, that it was distinct from or 
evolved from the tribes inhabiting the 
Rancherias, and that its present-day 
activities involve the broader 
membership on a consistent basis (PF 
41). The comments the petitioner 
submitted, however, do not provide 
evidence that changes the analysis or 
conclusions in the PF that the 
petitioner’s ancestors did not form a 
distinct community. 

Many of the petitioner’s submissions 
are brief excerpts from both old and 
recent secondary sources covering the 
pre-contact period, the Spanish Colonial 
era, or the very early years of American 
settlement in northern California in the 
1850s and 1860s. These documents did 
not provide any new evidence because 
they discussed the Tolowa Indians or 
northern California Indians in very 
general terms and provided little 
evidence about the petitioner’s 
ancestors. 

Many of the petitioner’s documents 
for the period from the 1900s to the 
1980s were secondary sources that dealt 
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with individual Tolowa Indians 
associated with the Smith River Tribe. 
These documents do not show the 
petitioner or its ancestors were a 
community distinct within, or from, the 
Smith River Tribe during those years. 
Other documents from this period were 
marriage and death certificates or land 
records from the first three decades of 
the 20th century. These documents 
dealt with just a few of the petitioner’s 
ancestors, particularly the Fred Charles 
family, who were Elk River Rancheria 
members. While these records provided 
some evidence of genealogical 
connections or residence and land 
ownership for some of the group’s 
ancestors, they did not demonstrate any 
social interaction among those ancestors 
as a distinct group. Nor did they show 
the petitioner was part of a community 
of Indians separate from the Smith River 
and the Elk Valley Tribes. The 
petitioner also submitted Indian 
censuses from around the 1920s for the 
Hoopa Valley Reservation of northern 
California. These same censuses were 
evaluated and cited in the PF and did 
not provide evidence that the 
petitioner’s ancestors formed a distinct 
social community. 

The petitioner submitted some 
articles from unidentified newspapers 
from the 1950s and 1960s that dealt 
with the Smith River Tribe and not the 
petitioner. A few articles, some already 
referenced in the PF, discussed 
activities related to the DNIWA. These 
documents also did not show the 
DNIWA later evolved into the petitioner 
or that petitioner’s ancestors were 
distinct within the DNIWA. 

Given that Petitioner has failed to 
satisfy 83.7(b) for the period from 1930 
to 1980, petitioner has failed to satisfy 
this criterion. The petitioner’s evidence 
for the 1980s to the present is also 
insufficient to demonstrate criterion 
83.7(b). For example, some documents 
dealt with the activities of the Smith 
River Tribe, while others, like portions 
of the Advisory Council on California 
Indian Policy Recognition Report 
(1997), dealt with recommendations for 
revising the Federal acknowledgment 
regulations as they applied to California 
Indian groups in general. Two letters 
from 1982 concerned a group much 
broader than the petitioner and did not 
provide evidence of community for the 
petitioner. Other documents included 
flyers from the 1990s and 2000s 
announcing gatherings the petitioner 
sponsored. These events, such as the 
‘‘National Indian Observance Day,’’ 
‘‘Drums on the Beach,’’ or ‘‘California 
Indian Observance Day,’’ without more 
information, appeared pan-Indian in 
orientation and standing alone did not 

provide sufficient evidence that the 
petitioner was a distinct community. 
Other evidence, such as photographs, 
minutes of limited meetings attended by 
some council members, and 
environmental efforts attended by the 
general public and a few of petitioner’s 
members were insufficient evidence to 
demonstrate significant social 
relationships. 

Comments on the PF by two third 
parties added no significant information 
on community. Wesley Taukchiray 
detailed his analysis of the location or 
composition of the Tolowa Indian 
villages in the late 19th century. He 
believes that the modern-day 
petitioner’s ancestors are ‘‘successors in 
interest’’ to these villages. Mr. 
Taukchiray did not provide any 
documentation with his submission to 
support his arguments. None of his 
analysis shows the petitioner’s ancestors 
were a community distinct within or 
from the Smith River and the Elk Valley 
Tribes, or that the petitioner evolved out 
of those two Tribes. 

Gordon Bonser wrote that he had 
lived in the Crescent City area since the 
early 1990s and had many friends 
among the petitioning group. Based on 
his personal experience, he attested to 
the fact the petitioner’s members viewed 
‘‘themselves as being both Native 
American and Tolowa’’ and as ‘‘separate 
from the Smith River or Elk Valley 
people.’’ He provided no documentation 
to support this opinion and contrary 
evidence in the record outweighs his 
claims. 

In summary, the evidence for the PF 
and the FD does not demonstrate that 
the petitioner’s ancestors evolved as a 
community distinct either from the 
Smith River and Elk Valley Tribes or 
from any other Tolowa entity that may 
have existed before 1908. The evidence 
does not demonstrate that the group’s 
claimed precursor, the DNIWA, was an 
entity that constituted a community 
distinct from the membership of the 
Smith River and the Elk Valley Tribes 
from the 1930s to the 1980s, or that 
petitioner’s ancestors were distinct 
within it. Finally, the evidence of the 
petitioner’s activities since the 1980s 
does not satisfy the regulations or 
change the conclusion that the evidence 
was insufficient between 1930 and the 
1980s. Thus, the evidence in the record 
is insufficient to demonstrate that the 
petitioner constituted a distinct 
community. 

The evidence in the record for the PF 
and the FD is insufficient to change the 
conclusions in the PF. Thus, the 
Department declines to acknowledge the 
petitioner known as the Tolowa Nation 
as an Indian tribe within the meaning of 

Federal law. The Department will 
provide a copy of this Federal Register 
Notice to the petitioner and interested 
parties, and is available to other parties 
upon written request or as posted on the 
BIA Web site. Those parties wishing a 
paper copy of the FD should address 
their requests to the Assistant Secretary 
as instructed in the ADDRESSES section 
of this notice. After the publication of 
this notice in the Federal Register, the 
petitioner or any interested party may 
file a request for reconsideration with 
the Interior Board of Indian Appeals 
(IBIA) under the procedures in section 
83.11 of the regulations. The IBIA must 
receive this request no later than 90 
days after the publication of this notice 
in the Federal Register. The FD will 
become effective, as provided in the 
regulations, 90 days after the Federal 
Register publication unless the IBIA 
receives a request for reconsideration 
within that time. 

Dated: January 24, 2014. 

Kevin K. Washburn, 
Assistant Secretary—Indian Affairs. 
[FR Doc. 2014–01831 Filed 1–29–14; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310–G1–P 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Land Management 

[14X LLUT980300–L11100000–PH0000–24– 
1A] 

Cancellation of Utah Resource 
Advisory Council Meeting/Conference 
Call 

AGENCY: Bureau of Land Management, 
Interior. 

ACTION: Notice of cancellation of 
meeting/conference call. 

SUMMARY: The Jan. 23, 2014, Utah 
Resource Advisory Council Meeting/
Conference Call is cancelled because a 
quorum cannot be met. If you have any 
questions, please contact Sherry Foot, 
Special Programs Coordinator, Bureau 
of Land Management, Utah State Office, 
Suite 500, 440 West 200 South, Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84101; phone (801) 
539–4195; or, sfoot@blm.gov. 

Authority: 43 CFR 1784.4–1. 

Jenna Whitlock, 
Associate State Director. 
[FR Doc. 2014–01911 Filed 1–29–14; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310–DQ–P 
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